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Introduction
The April 2010 elections were the fifth multi-party national elections held in Sudan since the
country gained independence in 1956. No elections were held in the last 24 years.
These elections were a key element of the power-sharing deal included in the Comprehensive
Peace Agreement (CPA), signed in 2005 by the ruling National Congress Party (NCP) and
the Southern Sudan Liberation Movement (SPLM), bringing an end to decades of armed
conflict and paving the way to the next step for a settlement of the conflict, according to the
CPA, which is due to happen via a referendum to be organized in 2011 on the possible
separation of South Sudan and other referenda foreseen in Abyei, Blue Nile and Southern
Kordofan states .
According to the CPA and the subsequent Interim Constitution of 2005, the people of Sudan
was to elect the President of the Republic of Sudan, the President of the Government of
Southern Sudan (GoSS), the Governors of 25 states, the members of the National Legislative
Assembly, the members of the Southern Sudan Legislative Assembly and the members of
State Legislative Assemblies.
The European Parliament was invited on 22 February 2009 by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Sudan to send a delegation to observe the general elections of
Sudan. The Conference of Presidents authorised the sending of this delegation on 4 March
2010.
Consequently, a European Parliament Delegation lead by Mrs Ana GOMES and composed
of Mr José Manuel GARCIA MARGALLO Y MARFIL, Mr Franck ENGEL, Mr Juan
Fernando LOPEZ AGUILAR, Mr John ATTARD-MONTALTO and Mr Jacek
WLOSOWICZ, travelled to Sudan to observe the general elections to be held from April 11
to 13. On April 12, polling was extended until April 15.
In line with usual practice, the EP Delegation work took place in articulation with the EU
Election Observation Mission (EU EOM), which was on Sudanese territory from 27
February onwards and was chaired by the MEP Véronique De Keyser (PSE). The EU
mission, as a whole, comprised 134 observers from 25 member states of the European Union,
as well as from Norway, Switzerland and Canada, plus the 6 MEPs.
The EP delegation was in Khartoum from 9 April 2010 onwards. In addition to several
meetings with the Chief Observer of the EU EOM and her team, the delegation met
candidates, the National Election Commission, civil society, EU Ambassadors and the EU
Head of Mission in Khartoum and EU Head of Office in Juba. During the observation in
Juba, the Head of the EP Delegation together with the Chief Observer met Mr Salva Kiir,
Head of Government of South Soudan. The delegation also met with human rights lawyer
and 2007 Sakharov Prize Winner Mr. Salih Mahmoud Osman. (Annex II provides a summary
of the main meetings that took place.)
The EP delegation highlights the fact that working relations with the EU EOM were
excellent.
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International Election Observation
Aside from the EU and national observers, a broad range of international entities observed
these elections, among others The Carter Center, African Union, Arab League, Russian
Duma and China.
Political Environment
On 17 March the Carter Center in its pre-election report emphasized that the electoral
“process remains at risk on multiple fronts including the ability of candidates to campaign
freely and the impact of delayed logistical preparations by the NEC”. The report suggested
that “with a series of delays and changes in polling procedures, a minor delay in polling for
operational purposes may be required”.
The NEC on 19 March opposed any possibility of postponement. On 22 March, President AlBashir threatened to expel foreign election observers if they interfere in internal Sudanese
affairs by saying:
“We brought these organizations from outside to monitor the elections, but if they ask for
them to be delayed, we will throw them out. (...).We wanted them to see the free and fair
elections, but if they interfere in our affairs, we will cut their fingers off, put them under our
shoes and throw them out.”
The EU EOM took this as a warning to all international observers and issued a press release
on 6 April stating that “These remarks do not correspond to the agreed standards which
apply to international election observers and do not reflect the traditional hospitality that I
have always enjoyed in the Arab world and in Sudan.” The Chief Observer recalled that the
EU observers, as well as other international observers, are in Sudan at the invitation of the
Sudanese authorities and to support the peace process initiated by the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement.
On 7 April the EUEOM removed its observers from Darfur considering that insecurity
rendered proper electoral observation impossible, given the continuing state of emergency,
recurring armed clashes and the impossibility of obtaining any electoral first hand
information outside urban areas.
A number of political parties, supported by the SPLM, questioned the conduciveness of the
overall political environment for holding elections in North Sudan and expressed concerns
about the security and criminal laws imposing restrictions on media, free expression and
campaigning, and on the level playing field at all stages of the electoral process, including
the appointment of NEC members, voter registration process, constituency demarcation and
the overall legal environment.
Ten days prior to the first day of polling, SPLM withdrew its presidential candidate from that
race and from all elections in Darfur. This was followed by an announcement that it would
withdraw from all races in all 13 Northern states. At least three other parties withdrew also.
Some other opposition parties, despite expressing similar concerns, opted to contest the
elections. The late withdrawals created confusion amongst voters and greatly reduced the
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competitiveness of the elections. Nevertheless, boycotting parties and candidates names
remained on the ballots, due to the late withdrawal dates.
Election Days
The delegation split into three groups to observe polling stations in Khartoum (two teams)
and Juba (one team).
Polling lasted for 5 days: in view of the logistical difficulties that delayed the opening on
many polling stations throughout the country but particularly in the South, on April 12 the
NEC decided to extend polling until 15 April.
The mission noted the unprecedented complexity of these elections: each voter in the North
was called to vote for 8 different elections, while in the South 12 different votes were to be
cast by each elector. This, in a country where more than 50% of the voters are illiterate.
The teams deployed in Khartoum and Juba observed very different realities in terms of
behaviour of the political forces, logistical infrastructure, preparation of the elections and
election administration, voter education, etc.
- In the North, despite initial difficulties for many voters to know where to vote, due to the
fact that the NEC decided to reduce the number of polling stations from the earlier voters
registering centers, the process went smoothly, despite the fact that in several places voters
were forced to wait for hours in line under the sun and complained they were forced to stay
by ruling party officials who had ferried them to the polling stations.
- Voters in the South had much difficulty in finding where to vote and in finding their names
in the voters' lists and this caused outboursts of frustration which were sometimes put down
with brutality by local security authorities. Moreover, polling stations were poorly prepared
for the conduct of the elections in many regards, including the fact that staff received no food
or water throughout the 5 polling days, despite the harsh weather conditions.
The counting was extremely difficult and lengthy, as it was to be expected from the multiple
polling in an incredibly complicated system. However, it was conducted in a regular and
professional manner in the polling stations observed by the delegation in Khartoum.
The EP delegation exchanged views regularly with Mrs De Keyser and the rest of the EU
EOM team. The EP delegation also took part in information meetings with the EU
Ambassadors and EU Head of Mission before and after the polling.
Press Conference and Presentation of Preliminary Statement
The press conference where the Preliminary Statement was presented on 17 April was very
well attended by the media and election stakeholders.
The EU EOM's Preliminary Statement, which the EP delegation endorsed, was entitled
"Sudanese Elections Show Significant Deficiencies Against International Standards, But Pave The
Way For Future Democratic Progress". It describes in detail the electoral system complexities,
Sudan's electoral legal framework, voter registration problems and difficulties related to the
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National Elections Commission (NEC). Moreover, the Preliminary Statement pointed out the
disparities in financial and logistic campaign resources across the 72 political parties
registered to compete in these elections, as well as the constrains on pluralism in the media.
During the press conference, Mrs Ana Gomes stressed that these elections had taken place in
a general climate of peace that many thought impossible given the history of war in the
country and the ongoing conflict in Darfur. Mrs Gomes praised the civil society involvement
in the elections (in particular polling staff, domestic observers, political parties and media),
for their professional commitment and their personal investment in democratic procedures.
Mrs Gomes stated the EP Delegation view that elections in Sudan had not met international
standards for genuine democratic elections and based that assessment in the different realities
observed in the North and in the South of Sudan:
- In the North, there had been limited competition, since main opposition parties had
withdrawn prior to the elections, complaining of lack of level playing field, major flaws in
registration disenfranchising voters (namely in Darfur IDP camps), the gerrymandering of
constituencies to serve the ruling party and the existence of security and criminal laws that
denied basic freedoms for political campaigning. Moreover, she underlined that elections in
the North were characterized by "too much organization", since the ruling party everywhere
had buses and cars to pick up voters at home and shuttle them to the polling stations, and
used the extended two days of polling to identify those who had not yet voted and bring them
over.
- On the other hand, in the South there had been real competition, but the process was
harmed by very poor organisation. Logistical difficulties and the late and insufficient
preparation of election officials had led to tense situations during polling days, with voters
mistreated by the security forces of the locally ruling SPLM.
Election Results
The European Union Election Observation Mission (EU EOM) remained in the country

following the rest of the electoral process. On 25 April 2010 the EU EOM issued a press
release urging the NEC to retain the transparency of the electoral process and to express its
concern about the aggregation of results.
On 26th April, the NEC announced results of presidential elections as follows - including the
names of the candidates that withdrew, given the lack of time to change the ballots- :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Omar Hassan Ahmed Al Bashir
Yasir Saeed Arman
Abdullah Deng Nyal
Hatim Al sir
Al Sadig Al Mahdi
Kamil Al Tayeb Idirs
Mahmoud Ahmed Jiha
Mubark Al Fadil
Munair Sheikh Al din Jalab
Abdulaziz Khalid
Fatima Abdulmahmoud
Mohamed Ibrahim Nugud

6,901,694 votes 68.28%
2,193,826 votes
396.139 votes
196,668 votes
96868 votes
77132 votes
71708 votes
49402 votes
40277 votes
34592 votes
30562 votes
26442 votes
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South Sudan Elections
Salva Kiir Mayardit
Lam Akol Ajawin

2,616,826 votes 92.99%
197219 votes

Worth of note is the result engineered by affirmative action quota of 25% of women for all
legislative seats: this means that 112 women are now members of the 450 strong National
Legislative Assembly, 43 are members of the 170 strong South Sudan LA, and 12 women are
in each 48 seats State Assembly.
Conclusion
The EP EOM felt very much welcomed by the people of Sudan at all moments and in all
contacts before, during and after the vote, in clear contrast with the hostile statements made
by President Omar Al Bashir against international observers.
From opposition parties and civil society organizations, EU observers heard words of
gratitude and of expectation that they would tell the truth about the elections and keep
supporting the democratic transformation of Sudan. Sudanese opposition leaders also noted
that, despite all the flaws in the electoral environment and process, the presence of
international observers had helped to broaden the space for political debate in the country,
thus exposing younger generations to democratic procedures.
Both in the South and in the North, Sudanese leaders met by the EP Delegation stressed that
they wanted justice to be served and that all Sudanese nationals indicted by the ICC for war
crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Darfur should be surrrended,
The South Sudanese authorities urged the EU to stay committed in Sudan and follow closely
the process leading towards the South referendum foreseen in the CPA. It is the view of the
EP Delegation that the EU must engage much more in South Sudan, namely with the purpose
to help build governance and rule of law capacities and institutions.
Sudan has democratic opposition parties with a strong historic and popular base, an active,
organized and brave civil society. And the Sudanese people have shown in these elections
their interest in a genuine democratic electoral process. Among others, these are strong
reasons why the EU cannot afford to neglect supporting the aspirations for democratic
transformation of the Sudanese society.
The EU EOM long term mission remains in the country until completion of the election
process and will issue a comprehensive final report, including recommendations for
improvement. The European Parliament Election Observation Delegation recommends that
the Election Coordination Group, the Development Committee and the competent
Delegations follow-up closely the conclusions and recommendations of this final report.
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Annex A

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
GENERAL ELECTIONS IN SUDAN
ELECTION OBSERVATION DELEGATION
9-15 April 2009

List of participants

Members
Mrs Ana GOMES, Portugal, S&D (Chair)
Mr José Manuel GARCIA MARGALLO Y MARFIL, Spain, EPP
Mr Frank ENGEL, Luxembourg, EPP
Mr Juan Fernando LOPEZ AGUILAR, Spain, S&D
Mr John ATTARD-MONTALTO, Malta, S&D
Mr Jacek WLOSOWICZ, Poland, ECR
Secretariat
Mr Pietro DUCCI, Head of Unit
Mrs Emilia GALLEGO, Administrator
Mrs Alyson WOOD, Assistant
Political Groups
Mr Christopher WILLIAMS, S&D
DG COMM
Mrs Elena ESPEJO VERDU Audio visual
Mrs Sanna KANGASHARJU Press

Abbreviations :
EPP
S&D
ALDE
Verts/ALE

European People's Party/European
Democrats
Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats
Alliance of Liberal and Democrats for Europe
Greens/European Free Alliance
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ECR
GUE/NGL
EFD
NI

European Conservatives and Reformists
European United Left/Nordic Green Left
Europe of Freedom and Democracy
Non-attached

Annex B

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
GENERAL ELECTIONS IN SUDAN
ELECTION OBSERVATION DELEGATION
9-15 April 2010
extended to 17 April
FINAL PROGRAMME

Members
Mrs Ana GOMES, Portugal, S&D Chair of Delegation
Mr José Manuel GARCIA MARGALLO Y MARFIL, Spain, EPP
Mr Franck ENGEL, Luxembourg, EPP
Mr Juan Fernando LOPEZ AGUILAR, Spain, S&D
Mr John ATTARD-MONTALTO, Malta, S&D
Mr Jacek WLOSOWICZ, Poland, ECR

Secretariat
Mr Pietro DUCCI, Head of Unit
(Belgian mobile phone: +32 498.98.33.66
Local mobile phone: +249 (0) 903482912)

Mrs Emilia GALLEGO PERONA, Administrator
(Belgian mobile phone: +32 498 98 13 64
Local mobile phone: +249 (0) 903482913)

Mrs Alyson WOOD, Assistant
(Belgian mobile phone: +32.2.498.98.13 61
Local mobile phone: +249 (0) 903482914)

Political Groups
Mr Christopher WILLIAMS, S&D
DG COMM
Mrs Elena ESPEJO VERDU Audio visual
Mrs Sanna KANGASHARJU Press
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Thursday 8 April
Arrival of Members in Khartoum and transfer to the hotel
Hotel Burj Al-Fateh
Nile Road - PO Box 11042 - Khartoum Tel +249 (0)156 555 555 Fax + 249 (0) 156 555 556
Price: 130EUR plus 10% taxes plus 5%

Friday 9 April
09:30
12:30

Meeting with the Chief Observer of the EU Election Observation Mission,
Mrs Véronique De Keyser
Ambassador Mohammed Bashir, National Elections Commission focal
point for international observers,
Venue: NEC new building

16:30
18:30

Mr. Charlies Kisanga (SPLM-DC, General Secretary)
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room
Mr. Abdel Mitaal Girshab (SUGDE Chairman),
Mr. Ali Mhmd Ali, Spokesperson, and Ms Nada Wali
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

Programme for members deployed in Juba
Departure from the hotel
Flight for the team deployed to Juba via Addis Abeba
Mr Engel, Mr Wlosowicz, Mrs Gallego
Arrival in Juba and transfert to the hotel
Logali House
Price: Main Building $225*
Container Room $155*
Saturday 10 April
16:00 - Meeting with Long Term Observers and preparation of the election days
16:45 - Meeting with Core Team
18:00 - Meeting with Head of the EU Office in Juba : Mr. Jesús ORUS BAGUENA
20:00 Dinner with HE Peter Sule (UDG)
Sunday 11 April
Election Observation
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Monday 12 April
Evening: DRI Election assistance
Tuesday 13 April
Head delegation + CO observation in Juba; meeting with Salva Kiir, H of Gov SS

Programme for members deployed in Khartoum
Saturday 10 April
11:00

12:30

Meeting with the representatives of the EU delegation and
Member States
Venue: EU delegation offices
Briefing with Ron Herrmann and by the Core Team of the EU Election
Observation Mission
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

15:00
17:30

Mr. Sadiq al-Mahdi (UMMA)
Venue: Residence Ombdurman
Professor Fatima Abdel Mahmoud (SSDU)
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

19:30

Mr. Ali Abdel Latif (SPLM, Campaign Manager)
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

Sunday 11 April, Monday 12 April and Tuesday 13 April extended to Thursday 15
April
Election Days
Monday 12 April
10:00 Sir Derek Plumbly (AEC Chairman: Assessment of the Peace Agreement) –
Venue: AEC
11:30 Meeting with Mr Muin Shreim, Director of UNMIS Political Affairs Unit
Venue: UNMIS
Election Monitoring
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18:00

Meeting with members of the Russian Upper House Delegation
ASLAKHANOV ASLAMBEK - Head of the Delegation, member of the
Council
of the Federation Committee of Foreign Affairs
SASSABI ZIYAD - deputy Chairman of the Council of the Federation
Committee of Foreign Affairs
BUROVTSEV MIKHAIL - senior consultant of the Council of the
Federation Committee of Foreign Affairs
ZARUBIN MIKHAIL - member of the Council of the Federation Committee
on Defense and Security
YURY VIDAKAS, First Secretary, Deputy Head of Mission The Russian
Embassy in Sudan
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

Tuesday 13 April
Election monitoring
Wednesday 14 April
Election monitoring
Debriefing of the delegation on the election observation from different teams
Exchange of views of the delegation with the Chief Observer and the EU
Election Observation Mission
17:30

Meeting with the Sakharov prize winner 2007, Mr Salih Mahmoud Osman
Venue: Hotel Burj al-Fateh- Ghadames Sebha room

Thursday 15 April
Election monitoring the counting
Friday 16 April
Election monitoring the counting
18:00 Meeting with CO, EC delegation + HoU
Saturday 17 April
10:30 Press Conference with Chief Observer Veronique De Keyser and Chair of
Delegation, Ana Gomes
13:00 Attendance at the Carter Foundation Press Conference
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